Regeneratively Farmed + Certified Biodynamic Bananas
Provided by: Modus Operandi + Latbio° S.A.

Fun Fact: Did you know the banana “tree” is not actually a tree? The banana plant,
which can grow up to 25 feet, is actually the world’s largest perennial herb!
What is Biodynamic? Biodynamic practices are holistic, ecological, and ethical
approaches to farming, gardening, food, and nutrition. Biodynamic agriculture has
been practiced for nearly a century, on every continent on Earth. Biodynamic
principles and practices are based on ancestral wisdom aimed to be a solution for
industrial farming through practical suggestions and spiritual insights laid forth in
an agricultural course that was given by Dr. Rudolf Steiner. This methodology has
been developed through the collaboration of many farmers and researchers since
the early 1920s, but its roots go back even farther to indigenous practices. Today,
the biodynamic movement encompasses thousands of regenerative gardens,
farms, ranches, orchards, and vineyards in a wide variety of climates, ecological
contexts, and economic settings.
Biodynamic farming is an organic farming method that helps us tap into Mother Nature's natural resources in both the physical &
elemental realms rather than buying expensive off-farm inputs. The focus is on realizing the farm’s natural ecosystem through beneficial
methodologies like composting, biodiversity, utilizing cover crops, generating on-farm fertility, and ultimately creating carbonsequestering healthy soil. For instance, on our farms we have noted 38% more organic matter in the soil
than our neighboring organic plantations and approximately 60% more than a conventional one. Also, we
incorporate 90% more animals than organic plantations. Like other organic approaches, biodynamic avoids
the use of factory-made fertilizers and pesticides. But different from any other organic method, biodynamic
comes with a powerful guide for making and using natural soil and photosynthesis enhancing amendments,
called Biodynamic Preparations. Biodynamic agriculture encourages Goethean observation by sensing and
listening to the land to develop an intimate relationship with it. Biodynamic seeks to understand the subtle
environmental cues by observing the rhythms and cycles of nature, i.e. the earth, sun, moon, stars, and
planets. Biodynamic farming practices are more resilient to environmental challenges and aim to be more
energy efficient.

We believe biodynamic farming is the platinum standard of
the regenerative movement!
The Demeter Certified Biodynamic banana sector has developed
dramatically over the last decade. There is a well-established
marketplace across the EU & Australia, thus it only makes sense to offer these high-quality
bananas to the USA. Recently, the International Biodynamic Federation came together to raise
awareness around bananas as a polyculture and envisioned raising the bar even higher. These
are some of the questions they asked of the growers; Can biodynamic principles be realized in
a plantation culture? How do we gain a broader understanding of the banana plant? What does
it take to get closer to the biodynamic ideal, the closed farm organism? What possibilities are
there to reduce the plastic load along the entire chain from cultivation to the final market?

What Makes Regenerative + Biodynamic Bananas Different?
The diversity of the ecosystem the bananas are thriving in is intercropped with a variety
of other species like Pigeon pea, “Anamu” Guinea henweed, Citronella grass , Monkeypod
trees, Teak trees, Mimosa trees, Jacota plum fruits, Papaya, Cassava, Guava, and Tropical
kudzu to name a few. This realizes the plantation as a wholistic organism / culture!
The diversity of animal life in the ecosystem is immense; native animals like howler
monkeys, falcons, lizards, tropical snakes, possums, bats, and a huge variety of tropical birds
plus we have introduced free range sheep, goats, cattle and chickens.
We have committed to + are implementing 100% plastic-free to reduce the plastic load
along the entire chain from cultivation to the end consumer.
Socio-Economic Aspects: Our employees earn steady wages above the local average, plus
a part of accruing profits are dedicated to community projects which focus on childeducation, orphanages, and developing future generations of regenerative farmers in the
region. We also focus on housing, healthy food, and educational services for our workers
which we treat as our extended family.
“Regenerative Agriculture is a holistic land management practice that leverages the power of photosynthesis in plants
to close the carbon cycle, and build soil health, crop resilience and nutrient density.”

Latbio° is a coalition of multi-generational regenerative + biodynamic farmers. We believe in educating + empowering the future
generations that are stepping into our shoes, as we have been guided by the wisdom + thought leaders that came before us. We carry a
different ethos + life philosophy, one founded on equality for the producers, processors, exporters plus ultimately the consumers. We
promote healthy food and fair trade with products in which we return to the wisdom and practices of our ancestors where water, soil,
nature, human beings, and the cosmos are aligned to create regenerative agriculture.
The Latbio° Purpose + Mission is to integrate ancestral agriculture into our everyday life. In addition to offering our fresh bananas we also
supply IQF banana slices + purees for food service and a variety of dehydrated + freeze-dried bulk or packaged fruits that come directly
from our farms. We believe in Fair Trade practices as a mechanism of supporting the whole food supply chain. In 2021, Demeter
International will be releasing their Social + Cultural Standards. Once completed you
can be rest assured that all certified biodynamic products are good for the farmers,
farmworkers, you and the planet!
Latbio° is proud to announce its values-aligned west coast distributor Charlie’s
Produce, which will service the entire west coast with goals to expand to the east
coast in 2021.
Historically, INFRA has shared long-standing alliances
with the Biodynamic Association & Demeter USA in a
quest to support the entire food value proposition by
upholding the ethos, quality, and education of the
regenerative + biodynamic movement from seed to
shelf. We are deeply grateful for the commitment and assistance of INFRA’s team in
continuing to nurture this value-aligned connection by expanding the retailer’s awareness of our Biodynamic Bananas. With all that we
face in today’s world, we truly believe that positive regenerative and social initiatives like ours will be a rewarding and holistic driving
factor for years to come.
Latbio° is not just selling bananas, rather we are making a strong commitment to the success of INFRA retailers as trusted partners who
are leading the regenerative movement. For retailers interested in working with this program, we plan to offer support through crosscollaborative marketing and educational initiatives. For example: in-store marketing collateral like POP/POS customized displays that can
be in collaboration with other companies in the Regenerative and Biodynamic CPG + Wine categories. We are pleased to assist with premade social marketing pieces to support brand awareness throughout the year. In addition, our goal is to spearhead in-store
“Regenerative + Biodynamic Days”. As friends of the movement we will be supporting awareness for various regional, seasonal
biodynamic produce such as Mt. Hood Organics, Marian Farms, LaVigne and international suppliers of blueberries from Chile, mangoes
from Ecuador + Brazil, as well as some amazing citrus and avocado farmers that will hopefully be online in 2021.
The regenerative movement + certified biodynamic products have been longing for a cohesive marketing message and we feel our banana
program will spark a lot of interest in Demeter Certified Biodynamic + Regenerative Organic Certified (ROC) products. After all, bananas
are 365 days a year and create massive opportunity for industry and consumer education around these agricultural practices!
“A truly regenerative agriculture is one in which all the natural resources we use to produce food get renewed in the process of using them.”
Fred Kirschenmann

